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This software is a suite of applications aimed at providing basic functionalities / features to small businesses. It is not aimed to compete with enterprise level of applications therefore the price, amount of features and capabilities is kept to basic level. This software was designed to help start up company, home office, company operated from
home or company with less than 100 people. There are 6 modules in this software: ￭ Customer Relationship Management (CRM) module: CRM is a module that stores information related to other companies that you deal with, whether it be your supplier, client, wholesaler, or something else. It keeps track of contacts within that company, any
history or conversation that you might have, opportunities, and documentation that might be relevant. ￭ Product module: this module keep track of your stock or products that you sell, it has inventory level and the future release might incorporate Point of Sale module that links back the product module so as the goods are sold you can know
exactly, in real time, what your stock level is. ￭ Quotation module: this module when combined with product module making issuing quotation a breeze. The line item is taking its content from product table. It uses Crystal Report to product the quotation report. This helps company to have a standardised quotation template and tracking its
potential sales. ￭ Invoice module: Invoice module is similar with quotation module, it keeps track invoices that have been generated. You can specify a template for invoicing so it can generate invoice at your request. ￭ Personnel module: this module keeps the information of your staff members. It also keeps track of any history you might
want to record, leaves, and also qualifications. This is primarily useful for business who needs to keep track of qualifications of their staff members to ensure that they're always up-to-date. ￭ Invoicing module: Invoicing module is similar with quote module, it keeps track invoices that have been generated. You can specify a template for
invoicing so it can generate invoice at your request. ￭ Billing module: this module keeps track of your customer's payment that has been made, this could be monthly, weekly, daily, and even hourly as the bill. Small Business System Installation: Small Business System Installation is a file based, so it will be as simple as a click and installation.
You can upload files of CRM, Products, Quotation, Invoicing
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￭ HMAC-MD5/SHA1 for message authentication ￭ SHA1 & DES & 3DES ￭ AES 256 ￭ MD5 & SHA1 & SHA2 ￭ RSA 1024 & 2048 ￭ DES, 3DES & AES 128 & 192 ￭ RSA, 3DES & AES 256 ￭ DES, 3DES & AES 128 ￭ RSA ￭ MD5 ￭ SHA1, SHA256 & SHA512 ￭ RSA 1024, 2048, 4096 & 8192 ￭ DES & 3DES ￭ SHA256 & SHA512 ￭ RSA 1024 & 2048
￭ SHA256 & SHA512 ￭ RSA 1024 & 2048 ￭ MD5, SHA1 & SHA256 ￭ SHA1 & SHA256 ￭ DES, 3DES & AES 128 ￭ RSA 1024 & 2048 ￭ MD5 & SHA256 ￭ RSA 1024 & 2048 ￭ SHA1 ￭ SHA512 & SHA256 ￭ DES & AES 128 ￭ RSA 1024 & 2048 ￭ MD5 ￭ SHA1 & SHA512 ￭ SHA1 ￭ DES, 3DES & AES 128 ￭ RSA ￭ MD5 & SHA1 ￭ SHA1 & SHA256 ￭
SHA1 ￭ DES, 3DES & AES 128 ￭ SHA512 & SHA256 ￭ SHA512 & SHA256 ￭ DES, 3DES & AES 128 ￭ RSA ￭ SHA256 & SHA512 ￭ RSA 1024 & 2048 ￭ MD5 ￭ SHA256 & SHA512 ￭ SHA512 ￭ DES, 3DES & AES 128 ￭ RSA 1024 & 2048 ￭ MD5 ￭ RSA 1024 & 2048 ￭ DES, 3DES & AES 128 ￭ RSA ￭ MD5 ￭ RSA 2048 & 4096 ￭ DES, 3DES & AES
128 ￭ SHA256 & SHA512 ￭ DES, 3DES & AES 128 ￭ RSA 2048 & 4096 ￭ MD5 ￭ SHA512 & SHA 2edc1e01e8
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- System management for corporate tracking - Customer Relationship Management module - Products module - CRM module - Invoice module - Personnel module - Quotation module - Reporting modules to analyse business data - Bussiness module for Accounting System Management: - The module allows user to create users and password
for user account. - User can add / delete / edit user information like Name, email, password, mobile number, role and assigned company information. - User can assign user role in order to control or disable access to certain module. - User has been provided with System admin option where user can create / modify Company name, edit
Admin password. - User has been provided with option to assign team members to Companies. - User can add / delete Company. - Company can be in different countries. - Company can be in different State/Province. - User can add / edit / delete / add new locations in company. - A company can have many users. - Each user can have one or
many role. - Each user can assign/re-assign as team leader/sub-team leader. - A company can have many users and each user can have one or many roles. - Every role has different permission in the system. Customer Relationship Management: - This module is used to create relationship between two companies. - It contains the following
modules - Contractors - Suppliers - Distributors - Leads - Clients - Sales - Customers - Vendors - Leads - Clients - Sales - Customers - Vendors - Contacts - Staff - Contacts - Contracts - Contracts for Suppliers - Contracts for Distributors - Contracts for Leads - Contracts for Clients - Contracts for Sales - Contracts for Customers - Contracts for
Vendors - Contracts for Staff - Contracts for Contacts - Contracts for Contracts - Sales Orders - Sales Contracts - Purchase Orders - Invoices - Quotations - Customer Statements - Payments - Returns - Invoices for Sales Contracts - Invoices for Purchase Orders - Invoices for Contracts - Invoices for Staff Contracts - Invoices for Contacts
Contracts - Invoices for Contracts - Invoices for Contracts - Invoices for Contracts - Invoices for
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What's New in the Small Business System?
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System Requirements For Small Business System:

Minimum Requirements: CPU: Intel Core i3-3220 Memory: 4GB DDR4 Memory Graphics: Nvidia GTX 1050/AMD HD 7850 Storage: 250GB SSD, 350GB HDD Sound: Onboard soundcard with at least 3.5mm headphone jack OS: Windows 10 64bit Headset: Microsoft H.323 VoIP Price: $40 Graphics: Nvidia GTX 1060
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